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FACTOID

Seventeen nations, including
China, Belarus, Ukraine,
Turkey, Cuba and Kuwait,
shared the top rank with GHI
scores of less than five 

Blue-light glasses
improve sleep, 

workday produc-
tivity: Study

W
ant to improve sleep
quality? Read on.
Researchers have found
that wearing blue-light

glasses just before sleeping can lead to
a better night's sleep and contribute to
a better day's work. According to a lat-
est study, wearing blue-light-filtering
glasses creates a form of physiologic
darkness, thus improving both sleep
quantity and quality.

R
esidents of the Chinese city
Mohe recently spotted what ap-
peared to be three suns in the
sky at the same time. The opti-

cal illusion that lasted for about three
hours  is caused by a natural phenome-
non known as 'sun dogs'.

Sun dogs happen when sunlight
passes through high-altitude ice crys-
tals in cirrus clouds. The phenome-
non is also called 'parhelion'.

According to experts, sun dogs can
occur anywhere in the world, and they
are always 'intriguing to see'. An unusu-
ally bright moon can create the same ef-
fect, but such an instance is 'very rare',
they add.

The strange phenom-
enon is believed to

have been recorded as
early as  between 384

and 322 BC by Aristotle.
Roman authors Cicero and
Seneca mentioned them in
their writings too. In later
works, it was feared that sun-
dogs were omens for bad
times ahead, such as war

'Three suns' appear in China!

CLICK
HERE FOR
MOREBRIEFNEWS

IN 
NOW, A SPACE PETROL

STATION IN UK

Yes, you heard it right. The UK is planning to
build the world's first ever space 'petrol sta-
tion'as part of a project to support the upcom-

ing NASA missions to the Moon. Aerospace manu-
facturer Thales Alenia Space will construct the chem-
ical refuelling station, which will be launched into
space in 2027 at its three UK sites— Bris-
tol, Belfast and Oxfordshire. 

 The station will refuel the
Lunar Gateway – a space sta-
tion that will orbit the Moon
and serve as a communica-
tion hub and science labora-
tory – with xenon and other
chemical propellants  The
petrol station will be
launched full of propellant to
refuel the Lunar Gateway's
orbit control systems

The lunar
space station is
expected to play a
major role in NASA's
Artemis programme.
Artemis plans to land
the first woman and
the next man on the
Moon by 2024

LIFETYLE

Most of the technology we 
commonly use — such as 
computer screens, smartphones
and tablets — emits blue light,
which past research has found
can disrupt sleep
Workers have become more
dependent on these devices,
especially, as we navigate remote
work and school during the 
coronavirus pandemic
Many studies have recently
reported on the benefits of 
blue-light glasses for those
spending a lot of time in front of
a computer screen
This new research extends the
understanding of the circadian
rhythm, a natural, internal
process that regulates the 
cycle and repeats roughly every

24 hours

From the world of Hollywood, comedian
RRiicckkyy  GGeerrvvaaiiss revealed that he got through
the lockdown with lots of vegan meaty com-
fort food, and at one occasion claimed "eat-
ing things you shouldn't" causes pandemics
like the coronavirus outbreak
Singer-songwriter and actor LLeennnnyy  KKrraavviittzz
also revealed that he has become vegan and
grows most of his own food, while rapper
SSnnoooopp  DDoogggg  shared that he is taking help of
his vegan and vegetarian family members to
help him consume more plant-based foods

For many stars, the new normal is green. Many Bollywood celebrities used the lockdown period
to ditch a non-vegetarian diet and go vegan. While some have taken to the habit owing to
climate awareness, for others, it is an attempt to reduce the carbon footprint...

GREEN MAKEOVER: 
Stars who turned veggie over past months

SHILPA SHETTY KUNDRA
In July, the actress revealed that she has accepted veg-

etarianism completely. "Over the years, I've realised
that cultivating livestock for food, has not only

destroyed forests but also been the
largest sources of carbon dioxide,

methane, and nitrous-oxide
emissions," she wrote on social

media. The actress also said that it is
"the best change for our health and

the health of the planet"

BHUMI PEDNEKAR
Actress and environmentalist

Bhumi Pednekar is loving her new
lifestyle.  "I was never heavy on a non-
vegetarian diet but I took a call during

the lockdown. It was actually some-
thing that happened organically. It's
been six months and I'm good, guilt-

free and I feel physically strong as
well," she said, adding, I just don't

feel like eating meat anymore

RITEISH DESHMUKH
Earlier this month, Riteish shared
that he has given up non-vegetari-
an food, black coffee and aerated
drinks for a cause. “I want to keep
my body healthy. Eventually,
when the time comes for
donating my organs,
people should say,
'Jaate jaate healthy
organs chhod kar gaya'
(he left healthy
organs)," said Riteish

GENELIA
DESHMUKH
Sharing her experience on

turning into a vegetarian,
Genelia said, “I realised the

beauty of plants, the vari-
ous colours I see

through them and
eventually the nutri-
ents I get through

them, besides, I feel
less cruel to animals”

Rudolf to go under the hammer,
expected to fetch $250,000 

R
udolph and his still-shiny nose are getting a
new home, and it's bound to be a lot nicer than
the Island of Misfit Toys. The  reindeer and
Santa Claus figures, who starred in  the

beloved stop-motion animation, Christmas special,
'Rudolph the Red Nosed
Reindeer' are going up
for an auction. 

 According to the
Auction house
Profiles in History,
a 6-inch-tall Rudolph and 11-inch-tall Santa
that used to animate the 1964 TV special are
being sold together in the auction that starts
from Nov 13, and are expected to fetch
between $150,000 and $250,000 

 The figures were made by Japanese pup-
pet maker Ichiro Komuro and were used for
the filming of the show at Tadaito
Mochinaga's MOM Productions in Tokyo

 They're made of wood, wire, cloth and leather.
Rudolph's nose, after some minimal maintenance
through the years, still lights up. The realistic bris-
tles of Santa's beard are made from yak hair

Aishwarya Sridhar's photo
titled, 'Lights of Passion' has
won the 'Highly- Commended'
award at the Wildlife
Photographer of the
Year 2020. The
23-year-old has
become the
first Indian to
win the coveted
award...

 Sridhar's photo is a picture of a tree illu-
minated with fireflies. The fireflies and stars
in the sky form a surreal galaxy around the
tree. It won under the 'Behaviour-

Invertebrates' category. "After two
hours of hiking, she found a tree

dusted in gold from the biolumi-
nescence of thousands of fire-

flies. Shooting 27 images over
a 24-second exposure and
combining them using
focusstacking software, she

highlighted the vibrancy of this scene," the photo's description on the web-
site of National History Musem, which organises the competition, reads 
 Sridhar, a wildlife photographer from Panvel, Maharashtra, captured the

photo during a trek in Bhandardara in June last year

Aishwarya Sridhar: First Indian woman to win
award at Wildlife Photographer 2020 

94The rank of
India on the
Global Hunger
Index (GHI)
2020 among

107 nations. Last year, India's rank
was 102 out of 117 countries.
According to the report, 14 per cent of
India's population is undernourished. It
also showed that the country recorded
a 37.4 per cent stunting rate among
children under five and a wasting rate
of 17.3 per cent. Wasting is children,
who have low weight for their height,
reflecting acute undernutrition. Akanksha Singh from Kushinagar, Uttar

Pradesh, who scored 100 per cent marks
in the NEET (National Eligibility-cum-

Entrance Test) examination, believes that the
lockdown period gave her extra time to prepare
for the medical entrance exam, unlike other stu-
dents, who demanded that the exam be post-
poned. Akanksha at first wanted to write the
civil services exam. She said, "I used to think
of becoming an IAS officer till the eighth
standard. Then AIIMS hospital at Delhi be-
came an inspiration for me, after which I
started preparing for NEET."

The corona pandemic has made Akanksha realise the
necessity of doctors, given their role in the current
situation. She said, "The manner in which doctors have

performed their duty, risking their lives during the corona crisis is
an inspiration for thousands of people like me. It has made me
realise the importance and responsibilities of a health worker"

Lockdown gave me extra time to prepare for NEET: Akanksha
TOPPER
SPEAKS

KL RAHUL
First Indian to score
over 500 in 3 IPL
seasons in a row

K ings XI Punjab (KXIP)
captain KL Rahul on
Sunday became the first

Indian batsman and third overall
to have scored more than 500
runs in three consecutive IPL sea-
sons. Rahul scored 77 off 51 balls
against Mumbai Indians at the
Dubai International Stadium.

 He ended the match with
his tally for the season on an
incredible 525 runs in just nine
matches at an average of 75
 Rahul scored 659 in his

first season with KXIP
in 2018 and followed
that up with 593
runs in the 2019
season
 He has scored

five half cen-
turies and one
century this
season with
his unbeaten
132 against

RCB

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2020/10/2020_10$file19_Oct_2020_193157227.pdf


CAPITAL CONNECTION:
What every high school student
should know....
To get money ‘wise’, there is no right age. In fact, the best time to set
individuals on the path to successful financial management is as young
adults. Here’s a feature curated by Times NIE to help you understand
the theory of economics and how to apply in practical life — be it saving
up for what you want to buy or working hard to earn that money...

YOU ARE NEVER TOO YOUNG TO
SAVE

Y
ou should and can have saving
goals. When your parents give
you an allowance, keep rea-
sonable saving goals. Eg:

You will spend half of it, and save
the rest like a contingency fund.
(read on this page how the nation
has a contingency fund too).

EVER HEARD OF COMPOUND INTEREST?

U
nderstanding compound interest can help
a saving-resistant teenager find motivation
to stash away cash. So you can tell your par-
ents that for a certain amount saved, they

can give you additional money as interest. Imagine!

DO YOU NEED
A LOAN WHEN
PURSUING
HIGHER STUDIES?

N
ot really. Con-
trary to popular be-
lief, student loans are
not required for a college

degree.Students have many options
for going to college without a debt:
attend part time, work while in
school, choose a cheaper school,
graduate early, start at a commu-
nity college.

This isn’t saying that going to
school debt-free should be every stu-
dent’s goal. Sometimes the student
loan debt is worth it. If you are go-
ing to launch into a high-paying
field within four or five years of
high school, student loan debt isn’t
all bad. But students shouldn't take
this debt as a fact of existence.

THE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS

FISCAL DEFICIT: Fiscal deficit is the differ-
ence between the government's expendi-

tures and its revenues (excluding
the money it has borrowed). A
country's fiscal deficit is usu-
ally communicated as a
percentage of its gross
domestic product
(GDP).

INFLATION:
Inflation is
defined as a sus-

tained increase in the general level of prices
for goods and services. It is measured as

an annual percentage increase. As infla-
tion rises, every rupee we own buys a
smaller percentage of a good or serv-
ice.

SUBSIDY: Subsidy is a parliamentary
grant to the sovereign for state
needs.

FISCAL CONSOLIDATION: Fiscal consol-
idation is a reduction in the underlying

fiscal deficit. However, it is not aimed at
eliminating fiscal debt.

CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT: It is
a measurement of a country's

trade in which the value of goods
and services it imports

exceeds the value of goods
and services it exports.

SUBSIDY: Subsidy is a
parliamentary grant to the

sovereign for state needs.

LIQUIDITY: In terms of finance and accounts, liquidi-
ty is the high volume of activity in a market.

FISCAL FEDERALISM: As a subfield of public eco-
nomics, fiscal federalism is concerned with under-
standing which functions and instruments are best
centralized and which are best placed in the sphere
of decentralized levels of government.

DIVESTMENT: Divestment is the action or process of
selling off subsidiary business interests or invest-
ments.

MONETARY POLICY: Monetary policy is the macro-
economic policy laid down by the central bank. It
involves management of money supply and interest
rate and is the demand side economic policy used by
the government of a country to
achieve macroeconomic
objectives like inflation,
consumption, growth and
liquidity.

FOREX (FOREIGN
EXCHANGE): This is the exchange of
one currency for another or the conversion of one
currency into another currency. Foreign exchange
also refers to the global market where currencies
are traded virtually around-the-clock. The term for-
eign exchange is usually abbreviated as forex and
occasionally as FX.

EMERGENCY FUND IS A MUST

A
s soon as high school student leaves
home, he or she needs an emergency
fund, preferably one without a line of
credit. A line of credit can make a de-

cent emergency fund for those with maturity
and money management experience. But for
teens and 20-somethings just beginning to man-
age their money, having cash to fall back on is
essential. So how do you do it? Tell your parent
to open an emergency account for you. If you
are worried that you might end up spending it
on non-emergencies, then go for a joint account
that requires your input for spending. 

I
t is human nature to want what
your neighbours have and to
want to be like others. And
wanting to have nice things, and

occasionally, showing off isn't at all
bad in college days. But allowing
what others have to drive your fi-
nancial choices, particularly when
those choices involve spend-
ing beyond your means, is
a slippery slope.

Teenagers are de-
velopmentally primed
to fit in with their
peers, which is why,
according to psy-
chologists, they are
constantly worrying
about what others
think of them. But if a
teenager can step back
from the drive to keep
up with the Joneses
now, he or she will
make much better fi-
nancial choices in the
future.

Why are we talking 
about finances?
Global credit rating agency Moody's recently low-
ered its 2020 growth forecast for India's econ-
omy to 5.3% due to the likely impact of the
coronavirus. Moody's had in February had pro-
jected a 5.4% growth for 2020, which itself
was a downgrade from 6.6% forecast

earlier. Growth has slipped to
4.7% in the September-December
quarter. While the country goes
through economic changes, it is
important that youngsters know
everything about money mat-
ters—from financial terms to how
to inculcate the habit of under-
standing profits and return of
investments. Here is your one-
stop economics class.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS ARE THERE TO
SELL YOU THINGS

I
t is easy for students to think that banks
and lenders are friends, especially when
students are trying to finance education.
But the fact is that financial institu-

tions exist to make money. This doesn't mean
students should avoid dealing with them, it
means they should be shrewd when doing so.

Most college orientations are rife with booths from vari-
ous local banks and large credit card companies peddling
their wares. Again, these wares aren't necessarily bad.
But students can easily sign up for way more credit by
doing a business even before college starts.

KEEPING UP WITH
JONESES COULD
WRECK YOUR LIFE

BUDGETING NEEDN’T BE A DRAG

M
ost adults hate the word budget,
and many teens have never even
thought about living on one. If
they do think about it, they prob-

ably assume that living on a budget means
never buying a pair of jeans, or going to

a movie. But living on a budget isn't
about never spending money. It is

about taking control of your money so
you can meet financial goals. For in-
stance, you can start with budgeting
your canteen money by opting for
smaller indulgences towards be-

ginning of the week and  larg-
er indulgences for

weekends. 

MAKING GOOD
INVESTMENTS

F
or every high-
schooler, it is a
dream to buy a
car the mo-

ment they enter college
or buy that expensive

cell phone. Most
school students

drool over high-end luxury gadg-
ets, but what they don't realise
is that all these are depreciating
assets. So before you invest in

one-of-those flashy things, ask
yourself do you really need it now.

LIVING TAKES MONEY— A LOT
OF IT

M
ost teenagers have no concept
of how much it takes to cov-
er basic costs of living. So
how can you prepare your-

self ? Observe and
lend a helping hand
to your mum when
she is accounting
the groceries or
when your dad is
calculating the pre-
miums. When you
are about to leave for college keep a plan-
ner to record your daily spendings.

MONEY ISN'T
EVERYTHING!

I
t is understandable for

high school students
to have tall aspira-

tions and get caught
up in dreams of owning a

house, luxury cars, gadgets
etc. But at the end of the

day, money can get you com-
forts but not happiness and

health. Most students choose
a major that will be well-pay-

ing rather than what they are
passionate about, and this is

where the trouble begins. Re-
member if you follow a career

that’s your passion, mon-
ey will flow.

1SAVINGS: Savings is one topic
that should be introduced by

age 4+. Make it simple—don't use
up all your money in one go, but
put aside some for later.

2BUDGETING: By Age 8+, a child
should know that he should keep

his earned money in separate jars. The
save jar money is for long-term goals;
money in spend jar can be for immedi-
ate, small purchases; the give jar
money is for charity. 

3LOAN: By age 8+, a child should be
able to understand that a loan is often

borrowed money. Example is when a child
has lent something to a friend or sibling

and is expected to get back. 

4INTEREST: Once a child is age 8-10 yrs,
interest can be explained as some-

thing you pay when someone lends to
you or something that you earn when

someone lends you money. 

5CREDIT/CREDIT CARD: Between
ages 8 and 10 years, children can

be told that credit lets you buy
something without having to pay for
it right away. Students should know
credit cards are to be swiped only to
purchase things that they cannot
pay right away.  

6INVESTMENT: Between 10 and 12
years, kids should be told about

investment, which is putting in money
for something that will earn you more.

7STOCKS: By age 12+, students
should know what stocks are. A

stock is a
piece of a
company.
When you own
a stock, you
own a small
piece of its
business.

Stock prices vary.

What teachers
should 
teach...

Photo: THINKSTOCK02 “Life is short, but there is always time 
enough for courtesy.”

RALPH WALDO EMERSON, POET
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DISCOVER

Superfood

Nutritional value of
Nachni Rotis
One nachni/ragi roti has 118 calories. Out of that, carbohy-
drates comprise 83 calories, proteins account for 8 calories
and fat for 26 calories. SSoo,, oonnee sseerrvviinngg ooff nnaacchhnnii rroottii 
pprroovviiddeess aarroouunndd 66%% ooff tthhee ttoottaall ccaalloorriiee rreeqquuiirreemmeenntt ooff aann

aadduulltt’’ss ddiieett,, wwhhiicchh iiss 22,,000000 ccaalloorriieess..

1. Is rich in calcium and protein

2. Has high fibre content

3. Helps battle anaemia

4. Regulates blood sugar levels

5. Is beneficial for weight loss

PRIYANKA CHOPRA
JONAS

“I am eating Nachni rotis these days.
They are healthy and taste good as well,’
said she recently. She loves to have
these rotis for both lunch and dinner
and enjoys it with dal, sabzi,

curd.”

Fitness secrets of celebs?

It’s Nachni...

5 Health
benefits of nachni flour 

KIARA ADVANI
Actress Kiara Advani is a fitness
freak and loves to indulge in ghar ka
khana. The actress was heard 
saying, “Of late, I am having all my
meals with nachni rotis.”

KARTIK AARYAN
When actor Kartik Aaryan is 
following any kind of diet, his
meals comprise of either nachni

or jowar rotis.

HOW TO EAT
Nachni can be consumed in many
forms. However, the most popular
items come in the form of rotis, por-
ridge, ladoos, chips and biscuits. A

local cereal in the southern parts of
India, rraaggii hhaass sslloowwllyy ggaaiinneedd ppooppuullaarrii-
ttyy uupp nnoorrtthh aanndd iinn ootthheerr ppaarrttss ooff tthhee
ccoouunnttrryy ffoorr iittss vvaarriieedd hheeaalltthh bbeenneeffiittss..

SONAM KAPOOR
Sonam Kapoor loves to eat nachni

rotis and she often mentions how it
helped her lose a lot of pounds before

she made her big Bollywood debut
in ‘Saawariya’ (2007).

MILIND SOMAN
Giving us major fitness goals every
day, Milind Soman prefers unpolished
grains and millets, lliikkee bbaajjrraa aanndd
rraaggii//nnaacchhnnii iinn hhiiss ddiieett,, aappaarrtt ffrroomm 

mmoomm-mmaaddee kkhhiicchhddii..

H
eard of nachni rotis? No, it has nothing to do with dance. These
are basically ragi (also known as nachni or finger millets) rotis,
which are not only tasty, but also a healthy alternative to wheat-
based breads. To enhance the taste of nachni rotis, you can
add different seasoning to the dough. Even Bollywood celebs

swear by its weight-loss properties. Here’s more on the fitness-friendly
dough that Bollywood celebs can't get enough of!

T R E N D I N G  

WHY? 
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, Mexico’s
president has said that he had given his
wife the “almost impossible mission” of
persuading Austria to return a feath-
er headdress said to have been
worn by Aztec emperor
Moctezuma.He announced
on Twitter that he had
asked Beatriz Gutierrez,
a journalist and writer,
to appeal to Austria to
give back the pre-His-
panic relic during her
cultural tour of Europe.
Lopez Obrador’s plea
came on the anniversary
of Christopher Columbus’
arrival in the Americas in
1492, which in Mexico is marked
as Day of the Race in recognition of
the country’s mixed indigenous and Eu-

ropean heritage. “I recommended that she
insist on the Moctezuma plume, although
it is an almost impossible mission, since
they have completely appropriated it,” he
wrote after posting a photograph of Gutier-

rez with Austrian President Alexan-
der Van der Bellen.

WHAT IS IT? 
The ancient headdress
is made of hundreds of
long quetzal feathers
and more than 1,000
gold plaques, ended up
in Austria, where it is

on display at a museum
in Vienna. Historians be-

lieve that Emperor
Moctezuma, who ruled from

1502 to 1520, probably gave the
plume to Spanish conquistador Her-

nan Cortes who took it to Europe.

Let's talk about the
Moctezuma's headdress
Let's talk about the
Moctezuma's headdress

The
ancient head-

dress is made of
hundreds of long

quetzal feathers and
more than 1,000

gold plaques

SURYAKUMARI DENNISON, teacher, Aavishkar Academy, Bengaluru

R
eplace the underlined word in
each of the following with its
antonym, so that the sentence
means just the opposite.
Choose from the four options.

1 He was unperturbed to hear the
bad news.

A. displeased B.
dumbfounded C.
disturbed D.
downhearted

2 The solu-
tion she

proposes to
this problem seems illogical.
A. rational 
B. remunerative C. resourceful 
D. ridiculous

3 There was 
insufficient food 

for the hundreds invited to 
dinner.

A. authentic B. aesthetic 
C. affable D. ample

4 She is known to be extremely
uncharitable.

A. belligerent B. beneficent 
C. buoyant D. boisterous

5 Those children
display a 

disrespectful atti-
tude 
towards elders.
A. deferential
B. dictatorial 

C. domineering D. deplorable

6 What this person is saying
seems quite irrelevant to our 

discussion.
A. placatory B. positive C. pertinent 
D. puerile.

N
ow that home is your
school,workplace and chill
out zone, making it com-
fortable and congenial will
only add to your produc-

tivity. A green patch at home always
brings in positivity. While rows of
potted plants can adorn your balcony
or terrace, hanging planters can jazz
up your empty vertical space.Here are
a few easy-to-grow plants that can
you decorate your corner with:

MONEY PLANT
Popularly known as money plant, it is
the easiest home plant. Just put it in a
pot and hang it near your window or
in your balcony. This plant is easy to
maintain and does not require water-
ing every day. Money plant needs 
moderate light, so make sure you place
it in a brightly-lit room.

BOSTON FERN
Commonly grown in indoor spaces, the
Boston Fern is thick with a bushy 
appeal. It loves moist soil, but does not
prefer soaking-wet soil.Use a mist spray

once or twice a day, if you do not have
a humidifier. For best effect, hang
them from the ceiling.

BURRO’S TAIL
This succulent, when grown properly,
produces trailing stems with thick 
circular leaves. You can grow more
stems from the leaves themselves. Since
it is succulent, you need not water it
everyday. Just ensure that the soil is
dry before watering.

SPIDER PLANT

This plant adds freshness and green-
ery to your home and it is also known
to purify air. This variety loves bright
light (read sunlight) and looks beauti-
ful when hung from a pot.

DID YOU KNOW?
Plants are going extinct 500 times
faster than they should

Scientists now believe that plant species
are going extinct almost 500 times faster
than they would naturally because of
factors like climate change and defor-
estation, according to a new study 
published in the journal ‘Nature Ecol-
ogy and Evolution’. Though scientists
have examined only some of the known
plant species, 68 per cent face extinc-
tion in the not too distant future, as
plants can’t adjust to situations like this
where their habitat is being destroyed.

Just the opposite!

ANSWERS: 1) C. disturbed 2) A. rational 3) D. ample
4) B. beneficent 5) A. deferential 6) C. pertinent

Q.1) There
are three

consecutive posi-
tive integers such that
the sum of the square of
the first and the product
of the other two is 154.
What are the integers?

A. 8, 9, 10  B. 7, 8, 9  C. 6, 7, 8

Q.2) A school bus trans-
ported an excursion

party to a picnic spot 150
kms away. While return-
ing, it was raining and
the bus had to reduce its
speed by 5 km/hr, and it
took one hour longer to
make the return trip. Find
the time taken to return.

A. 5 hours   B. 6 hours

C. 7 hours

Q.3) Find the least num-
ber which when
increased by 5 is divisi-
ble by each one of
24,32,36 and 54.

A. 569   B. 859   C. 861

A N S W E R S

MIND TEASERS (MATHS QUIZ)

(1)A) 8, 9, 10    (2)B) 6 hours    (3)B) 859

Activities

HANGING PLANTS TO GREEN YOUR SPACE
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Pollard and Hardik Pandya opened for
Mumbai. KXIP’s Chris Jordan failed to match

Shami’s bowling and ended up leaking 11
runs. His final delivery had a clear

six written on it but an airborne
Agarwal produced a jaw-dropping

save with a stunning dive. Showing
nerves of steel, legendary West
Indies batsman Chris Gayle clob-
bered a massive six the first

Trent Boult delivery. Hitting the winning
runs in style, Agarwal smashed two fours

to wrap up the contest in Punjab’s favour.

04 “It's not whether you get knocked down; it's whether you get up.”

Vince Lombardi, former football player!
SIMPLY SPORTS

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2020

Q1:
Against which team has

Rohit Sharma taken a hat-

trick in IPL?
a) Mumbai Indians  q b) Chennai Super

Kings  q c) Kolkata Knight Riders  q

d) Kings XI Punjab  q

Q2:
Against which side did

Rohit Sharma open the

innings in an ODI for the first time?
a) South Africa  q b) Sri Lanka  q

c) Australia  q d) England  q

Q3:
In which year did Rohit

Sharma make his Test

debut?

a) 2007  q b) 2010  q

c) 2011  q d) 2013  q

Q4:
Rohit Sharma completed

5000 runs in ODIs in 2016

in a series against which team? 

a) South Africa q b) New Zealand q

c) Australia q d) England q

Q5:
In which year did Rohit

Sharma make his ODI

debut?
a) 2006  q b) 2007  q

c) 2008  q d) 2009  q

Q6:
Against which team did

Rohit Sharma record his

highest First-Class score?
a) Mumbai  q b) Bengal  q

c) Karnataka  q d) Gujarat  q

Q7:
Which of these records did

Rohit Sharma set during

the 2019 World Cup?
a) Most runs in a single edition  q b) Most

centuries in a single edition  q

c) Most catches in a single edition  q

d) All of the above  q

Q8:
Presently, Rohit Sharma

holds the record of

highest score in an ODI inning with

how many runs?
a) 248  q b) 264  q c) 289  q d) 284  q

Q9:
Which team has Rohit Sharma

led to four title triumphs _ the

most by anyone in IPL history?
a) Deccan Chargers  q b) Mumbai Indians  q

c) Chennai Super Kings  q

d) Royal Challengers Bangalore  q

Q10:
What is Rohit Sharma’s

ICC ODI ranking?

a) One  q b) Two  q c) Five  q d) Seven  q

Q11:
Rohit Sharma has scored

9115 runs in how many

ODI matches?
a) 108  q b) 224  q c) 228  q d) 104  q

Q12:
Rohit Sharma has scored

how many runs in 32

Test Matches?
a) 1278  q b) 2141  q c) 2181  q d) 1298  q

Q13:
Rohit Sharma is the

third-highest Indian

century scorer in the ODIs after

the Sachin and _____________ .
a) Virender Sehwag  q b) Shikhar Dhawan  q

c) Virat Kohli  q d) MS Dhoni  q

ANSWERS: 1- a) Mumbai Indians 2- a) South

Africa 3- d) 2013 4- c) Australia 5- b) 2007 6- d)

Gujarat 7- b) Most centuries in a single edition

8- b) 264 9- b) Mumbai Indians 10- b) Two 11- b)

224 12- b) 2141 13- c) Virat Kohli

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

CRICKET QUIZ |  Rohit Sharma

Chasing the challenging 177-run target, KXIP
skipper bludgeoned the potent Mumbai attack

spearheaded by the likes of Jasprit Bumrah,
Trent Boult, Coulter-Nile, and Rahul Chahar.
Rahul’s batting onslaught turned the tide on

its head as the premier batsman’s majes-
tic 77 off 51 almost paved the way for

Punjab to scale the competitive target
of 177 in 20 overs. However, Rahul

once again failed to take Punjab
over the finish line, courtesy

Bumrah’s bowling masterclass.  

After witnessing a nerve-wracking encounter between Mumbai Indians (MI) and Kings XI Punjab (KXIP), former
Indian cricketer Yuvraj Singh compared the game to the ICC 2019 World Cup final between England and New

Zealand. This was the first time in history that two Super Overs were needed to determine the
outcome of the match. Let’s analyse how KXIP showed nerves of steel to down MI...

Rahul’s scintillating knock
puts KXIP in the driving seat

Known for his pinpoint
accuracy and
lethal pace, Bumrah
breathed fire in the clos-
ing stages of the contest.
Mumbai’s death overs
specialist staged an
eventful duel with Rahul
after taking crucial wick-
ets of Mayank Agarwal and
Nicholas Pooran. Disturbing
the timber in the 18th over,
Bumrah cleaned up an on-song
Rahul with a peach of a delivery
and staged an impressive comeback
for Mumbai. KXIP batsmen Deepak
Hooda and Chris Jordan then only
managed to end the tie in a stale-
mate as the game went into a
Super Over.

Economical Bumrah sets up
a dramatic finish

1
Any batsman dismissed in any pre-

vious Super Over shall be ineligible

to bat in the following Super Over.

2
Any bowler who bowled in the

previous Super Over shall be

ineligible to bowl in the subse-

quent Super Over.

3
In all other ways, the procedure

for a subsequent Super Over

shall be the same as for the 

initial Super Over.

THESE ARE THE RULES IF
A SUPER OVER IS TIED

Super over pe super over! Three in a day, could it be

more exciting then this? Great display by our indian

fast Bowlers. @MdShami11 vs @Jaspritbumrah93

Suresh Raina

Bhai logon, This is the IPL surely not for the faint-hearted

#cricket

Mohammad Kaif

It’s just not a bowler or a batsman who can influence a

#SuperOver game. #MayankAgarwal superman

act shows fielding is as important.

R P Singh

Nothing can beat @IPL it’s always been

and will remain the best thing on tv..

most entraining What a game.. unreal

Harbhajan Singh

Tested cricket skills and ability.

Tested presence of mind and

calmness even more….

Harsha Bhogle

‘THIS IPL IS NOT FOR THE FAINT-HEARTED’

For the second time, Bumrah nailed his yorker
with uttermost perfection. Rahul’s decision
for unconventional stroke play in the sudden
death stage backfired as KXIP set up a six-run
target in the first Super Over. Accepting the yorker
challenge, pace ace Mohammed Shami went
on a yorker-bowling-spree to restrict Mumbai
on same target. Shami defended the target,
which led to a historic second Super Over. 

SUPER OVER 1: 
Shami matches
Bumrah in the battle
of yorkers

You can never prepare for Super Overs. No team does. So you have to trust your
bowler’s gut. You trust your bowler, and let them believe their instinct and gut.

He (Shami) was very clear he wanted to go with six yorkers. He has been phe-
nomenal, and keeps getting better every game. It is important that senior play-
ers win the games for the team.

KL RAHUL, KXIP SKIPPER

SUPER OVER 2: 
Airborne Agarwal

and Universe Boss
showing nerves of steel

He (Bumrah) has been number one in a couple
of formats for a long time. He has gone leaps
and bounds for us at MI. We had a fit and fair

Lasith Malinga and he (Bumrah) has taken
over that mantle now.

KIERON POLLARD

Was 2019 WC final better or KXIP vs MI?Was 2019 WC final better or KXIP vs MI?
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